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Building Websites With Joomla!: A step by step tutorial to getting your Joomla! CMS website up fastPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is being written in a small village in Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, among other places. I live in this village. There is no access to DSL here; there are no public WLAN hotspots, no UMTS, no large companies and no city noise.

My work consists of activities like lecturing, advising, listening, testing and trying, programming,...
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Convergence Technologies for 3G Networks: IP, UMTS, EGPRS and ATMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The merging of voice and data on a single network opens powerful new possibilities in communications. Only a fundamental understanding of both technologies will ensure you are equipped to maximise their full potential.
    Convergence Technologies for 3G Networks describes the evolution from cellular to a converged network that...
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UMTS Performance Measurement: A Practical Guide to KPIs for the UTRAN EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Having dealt with in-depth analysis of SS#7, GSM and GPRS networks I started to monitor
UTRAN interfaces approximately four years ago. Monitoring interfaces means decoding
the data captured on the links and analysing how the different data segments and messages
are related to each other. In general I wanted to trace all messages...
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Mobile Networks Architecture (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book explains the evolutions of architecture for mobiles and summarizes the different technologies:


	– 2G: the GSM (Global System for Mobile) network, the GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) network and the EDGE (Enhanced Data for Global Evolution) evolution;

	– 3G: the UMTS (Universal Mobile...
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Building Websites with Joomla! 1.5 Beta 1Packt Publishing, 2007
More than a year has passed since the founding of the Joomla! project. And what an exciting year it has been!

The Joomla! team was organized and has built a solid foundation; it has continued developing Joomla! 1.0.0 to version 1.0.12, and now has the largest developmental leap so far to Joomla! 1.5 in sight. The users of the system have...
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UMTS Networks: Architecture, Mobility and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Building on the success of the first edition, UMTS Networks second edition allows readers to continue their journey through UMTS up to the latest 3GPP standardization phase, Release 5. Containing revised, updated and brand new material, it provides a comprehensive view on the UMTS network architecture and its latest developments....
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Radio Resource Management Strategies in UMTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The key feature of future mobile communication systems is the ability to deliver wideband and high bit-rate multimedia services alongside the traditional radio services such as voice, messaging and slow rate data. The broad range of services expected to be supported can be divided into different Quality of Service (QoS) classes. However, the...
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Wireless Communications over MIMO Channels: Applications to CDMA and Multiple Antenna SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mobile radio communications are evolving from pure telephony systems to multimedia
platforms offering a variety of services ranging from simple file transfers and audio and
video streaming, to interactive applications and positioning tasks. Naturally, these services
have different constraints concerning data rate, delay, and...
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An Introduction to LTE: LTE, LTE-Advanced, SAE, VoLTE and 4G Mobile CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Following on from the successful first edition (March 2012), this book gives a clear explanation of what LTE does and how it works. The content is expressed at a systems level, offering readers the opportunity to grasp the key factors that make LTE the hot topic amongst vendors and operators across the globe. The book assumes no more than a...
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GSM & UMTS: The Creation of Global Mobile CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) provides a service to more than 500 million users throughout 168 countries worldwide. It is the world market leader serving 69 0f all mobile digital users and is currently evolving into UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System).
 By describing the critical decisions and the phases of the...
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UMTS Signaling: UMTS Interfaces, Protocols, Message Flows and Procedures Analyzed and ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	UMTS is real. In a continuously growing number of countries we can walk in the stores of
	mobile network operators or resellers and take UMTS PC cards or even third-generation (3G)
	phones home and use them instantly. Every day the number of equipments and their feature
	sets gets broader. The “dream” of multimedia on mobile...
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WiMAX Networks: Techno-Economic Vision and ChallengesSpringer, 2010

	Ignited by the mobile phone's huge success at the end of last century, the demand for wireless services is constantly growing. To face this demand, wireless systems have been and are deployed at a large scale. These include mobility-oriented technologies such as GPRS, CDMA or UMTS, and Local Area Network-oriented technologies such as...
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